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Foreword
Thank you for choosing to use the products of Jiaxing E-XON Power SystemCo.,LTD.,
and thank you for reading the installation manual of Professional V5.0 OBD.This
manual mainly introduces the technical parameters, operating instructions and
maintenance of the engine CNG/LPG electronic control system components. Proper
using and maintenance of the electronic control system is very important to the safety
of driving and prolong the service life of the system.
With the continuous improvement of products and new requirements from users, the
relevant contents in this manual will be changed to varying degrees. Jiaxing E-XON
reserves the right to make modifications without prior notice. The specific configuration
shall be based on the technical documents of products at that time.
There are some omissions and inadequacies in the preparation of this manual, please
make suggestions for modification in time to make it perfect.
Thank you very much!

Jiaxing E-XON Power Technology Co.,Ltd
Nov.2018
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I.Professional V5.0 OBD CNG Electronic control system wiring diagram
III.Principle and main functions of electronic control system
3.1 Principle of electronic control system
Professional V5.0 OBD system is a CNG/LPG sequential injection system. When the system works, the gas ECU takes the original vehicle's petrol
injection
signal as the basic signal, at the same time, relevant parameters such as engine cooling water temperature, gas temperature, gas pressure and
intake
manifold pressure are corrected to determine the gas injection time, and the gas is supplied to the corresponding engine cylinder by the gas rail
injector.
The system will provide the gas equivalent to the petrol system energy within the range permitted by the engine cylinder volume.In general, the
engine starts
with petrol. When the engine is running and the switch is placed in the gas position, the gas ECU will automatically detect the conversion conditions
stored
in the ECU. When the conversion conditions are met, the petrol status is switched to the gas status, At this time, the petrol injector is cut off and the
gas rail
injector driven by the gas system ECU starts to work. Gas ECU monitors gas leakage and timely reminds the user of whether the gas is leaking and
automatically cuts off the gas path to switch to petrol operation mode.
By installing PC and external interface of the calibration software of professional V5.0 OBD system,the working status of gas system can be set,
displayed
and detected.

3.2 Main functions of the electronic control system

II.Professional V5.0 OBD LPG Electronic control system wiring diagram

●Petrol mode, gas mode, forced gas start mode

● Supplementary injection correction function

●Low temperature、low pressure auto-conversion petrol function

● Injection mode selection

●Auto-conversion petrol function after gas leak alarm
● External sensor power protection function
● Auto-conversion petrol function in large load
●Sequence switch、simultaneity switch
●Transient condition correction function
●Gas Auto-calibration function
● Gas self-learning function

● Supporting 1 road gas leakage alarm detection (two sensors can be
connected together)
● Supporting reading data streams and diagnosing and clearing fault
codes
● Supporting gas alarm status records
● Supporting single cylinder use of gas
● Supporting CNG、 LPG fuel
●Supporting ECU firmware updates

IV.Main components of the electronic control system
4.1 ECU
ECU is mainly composed of hardware and firmware, and adopts the microprocessor of Freescale automobile level 16-bit
high-speed single chip as the core. Its function is to process input signals from various sensors, judge the operating
conditions of the engine, and issue the control commands such as gas injection, on-off and protection to the actuator in
real time, so as to ensure the engine is always in the best and safest gas working status.
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Notes for installation and operation of ECU:
Product Parameter:

a) when the ECU is installed on the car, it shall be away from heat source, magnetic field, and pay attention to
waterproof,oil proof and dust proof, and ensure good ventilation and heat dissipation measures;

● Working TEMP.: -40℃ ～ 125℃

b) Ensure that the ECU is fixed and the connector is in a horizontal or horizontal downward position, so as to avoid
directflow of liquid into the ECU connector and result in ECU corrosion failure;

● Working Voltage：DC 8 ～ 16V
● Max. working current：6A

c) The ECU power supply must be cut off before plugging and unplugging the ECU connector, so as not to burn the
ECUor other components;

● Quiescent current：25mA
● Level of protection：IP54

d) When plug and unplug the ECU connector, the operation must be correct,so as to avoid false and forced and
improperthe plugging and unplugging, causing the bending of the ECU pin, and thereby affecting the relevant functions;

● Number of connector pins： 48PIN

e) Do not touch the ECU pin with your hands.

4.2 Wire harness
PIN
M4
M1
L4
L2
L1
K4
K3
J4
J3
J1
H4
H3
H2
H1
G4
G3
G2
G1
F4
F3
F2
F1
E4
E3
E2
D4
D3
D2
D1
C4
C3
C1
B4
B2
A4
A3
A2
A1

英文描述
Battery Positive
Power for High Pressure Valve
Power Ground
Gas Leakage Alarm 1
Power For Gas Injectors
Gas Leakage Alarm 2
12V Power For CH4 Sensor
Gas Injector 2 Cylinder
CAN Bus Low
PC Commnunition Transmitting Port
Gas Injector 3 Cylinder
CAN Bus High
PC Commnunition Receiving Port
Sensor Power
Gas Injector 1 Cylinder
Key Signal
Ingition Signal Input
Switch Comminucation Port
Gas Injector 4 Cylinder
K Line
Fuel Pump
Switch Button Input
Power for Fuel Injector 1 Cylinder
Manifold Air Pressure
CNG Rail Pressure
Fuel Injector 1 Cylinder input from ECU
Ground for Sensors
Gas level Input
Asistant Power for Gas Level Sensor
Fuel Injector 2 Cylinder input from ECU
Engine Coolant Temperature
CNG Rail Temperature
Power for Fuel Injector 2 Cylinder
Upstream O2 Sensor Input
Power for Fuel Injector 3 Cylinder
Fuel Injector 3 Cylinder input from ECU
Fuel Injector 4 Cylinder input from ECU
Power for Fuel Injector 2 Cylinder

中文描述
电瓶正极
高压电磁阀电源
电瓶负极
泄漏报警信号1
喷轨电源
泄漏报警信号2
燃气泄漏报警传感器电源
二缸喷气输出
CAN总线低
通讯信号发送
三缸喷气输出
CAN总线高
通讯信号接收
传感器5V电源输出
一缸喷气输出
12V钥匙信号
RPM信号
转换开关通讯
四缸喷气输出
K线
油泵继电器控制信号
转换开关按钮信号
一缸喷油嘴电源(喷嘴端)
真空压力信号
燃气压力信号
一缸喷油嘴信号(原车ECU端)
传感器地
气量传感器信号
气量传感器电源
二缸喷油嘴信号(原车ECU端)
减压器温度信号
燃气温度信号
二缸喷油嘴电源(喷嘴端）
前氧信号输入
三缸喷油嘴电源(喷嘴端)
三缸喷油嘴信号(原车ECU端)
四缸喷油嘴信号(原车ECU端)
四缸喷油嘴电源(喷嘴端)
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Notes for installation and operation of wire harness:
a) The arrangement of the wire harness should be smooth and reasonable, reliable fixation, and the place with easy friction should
have isolation protection measures;
b) In order to avoid high temperature, the wiring harness is not allowed to be placed on the exhaust pipe side of the engine.If need
place in high temperature areas,there must be reliable heat insulation measures.
c) Wiring harness is connected with relay and fuse box, and attention should be paid to dust proof, waterproof and oil proof, and it
should be installed in the place with less vibration;
d) Wiring harness of electronic control system is not allowed to be tied together with engine high-voltage wire to avoid
electromagnetic interference;
e) when connecting the power supply of the electronic control system, be sure to confirm the positive and negative power supply,
so as not to burn the ECU.

4.3 Change-over switch
The change-over switch is mainly to convert the electrical signal into acoustic-optical signal to remind the user what’sthe
working status of the system and the amount of gas in the cylinder, and to convey the user's operating intention to the
ECU, and the ECU recognizes and executes the user's operating intention.

Product function features:
● Volume small, easy to install
● Free conversion by touch button
● Individualization display volume
● Leak alert
● Maintenance alert
● Forced gas start mode

Notes: Four lights flashing with alarm sound for maintenance alarm !
Notes for installation and operation of change-over switch:
a) Change-over switch is installed at the position of operator's easy to see
and operate and is fixed reliably;
b) When plug and unplug the switch connector, the operation must be
correct, to avoid false connection or damage.
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4.6 CNG reducer (PRG3X)

4.4 3 in 1 sensor

PRG3X reducer is the reducer with the high pressure solenoid valve .The high pressure solenoid valve is used to control the

3 in 1 sensor is used to monitor the changes of the intake gas pressure in the intake manifold ,the gas pressure and

on-off of the gas circuit ,and id directly controlled by the gas ECU. The CNG reducer reduce the pressure from the high

temperature in the rail injector in real time . According to the signals of the intake gas ,gas pressure and temperature , ECU

pressure to the suitable pressure ,while ensuring sufficient flow and stable pressure . PRG3X reducer uses two –stage

correct the injection time in real time ,to ensure the control of the gas injection amount.
Map signal
（MAP）

Gas temperature
signal

gas pressure
signal

Voltage
（5V）

decompression, and the water circulation to heat the water channel ,to prevent ice blockage in the heavy load or low

(GND)

temperature environment.
water tempt.

MAP pipe
connector

Gas pipe
connector
for T/P
sensor

Product parameters:
● Operating temperature:-40℃ ～ 125℃

sensor
outfall

● Rated working voltage:DC 5V

first charmber

safety valve
outtake
connector

● Absolute pressure detection range:20kpa～250kpa

reducer
outtake
connecto
r

● Gas pressure detection range: 20kpa～400kpa
high pressure
solenoid valve

● Gas temperature detection range: -40℃～ 150℃

second
charmber

vacuum tube
connector

The notes of installation :
a)The position of the 3 in 1 sensor is far from the engine exhaust pipe which has the temperature zone ,and slightly higher than the intake manifold ;

Product parameters:

b)The intake gas position should be in a horizontal position during installation ;

● Maximum allowable inlet pressure: 25Mpa

c)When inserting and removing the 3 in 1 sensor ,it need be operated correctly ,to avoid the false connection or damage .

● Factory setting pressure:0.2±0.02Mpa

d)The pins of the 3 in 1 sensor must be straightly down ,to prevent the water ingress and damage in advance.

● Maximum flow value: 30m3/h
● Safety valve pressure relief value: 0.8Mpa

pressure
gauge
connector

Srew press

4.5 Leaking alarm sensor

● Operating temperature: -25℃ ～ 125℃

The leaking alarm sensor detects the gas leakage in real time. When the gas is leaked ,the leaking alarm sensor will promptly

● Working voltage: DC 12V

informs the ECU by the switch . The ECU receives this signal ,cuts off the gas supply and makes the alarms the driver.

● Resistance of the coil:9Ω

Product parameters:

Installation requirements of PRG3X reducer:

● Working voltage: DC 12V

a)The reducer should be installed on the vehicle frame with less vibration ,to easily to commonly adjust, inspect and maintain.

● Maximum operating current:60ma

b) The reducer should be installed vertically (never be allowed to be placed horizontally ), the screw press should be upward ,the solenoid

● Detectable gases: methane, propane,butane

valve coil should be vertically upward, the allowed angle to deviate from the vertical direction is within 10 degrees .

high pressure
gas intake
connector

water circulation
connector

c) The high pressure solenoid valve is not completely waterproof , ,the pins should be correctly installed;

The notes of installations:

d) The reducer should be kept away from the parts with high temperature ，such as the exhaust pipes . If not, it should install the insulation
device ;

a)The positions of installation the leaking alarm sensor should be selected the places which are easy to leak and far from

e) the installation location should be kept away from the high pressure voltage or high current electrical parts ,such as the
motives ,generators ,cylinder lines, etc.

the heat source ,also is firm and reliable .

f) The reducer is heated by circulating coolant water ,the height should be lower than the top of the radiator ,the water tube connector should

b)The detection area of the leaking alarm sensor should be straightly down

not be leaked . If the water tube will touch with the parts of engine ,it need take some isolation protection .

C)When inserting and removing the leaking alarm sensor, it need be operated correctly ,to avoid the false connection or
damage

g) The length of the vacuum tube should be longer than 0.8m ,to reduce the damage of the reducer diaphragm caused by engine tempering;

Notes:Don’t use highly pure gas to do performance testing ,to prevent the leaking alarm sensor poisoning failure .It’s
advisable to use 10% mixture gas for the performance testing (1:10 ,gas:air)

０５

h) All gas pipe joints are connected reliably, and should be checked after install. After confirming it don’t leak ,it can be used .
i) It is recommended that safety valve outtake connector (ø6mm) can lead to the outside of the vehicle by the rubber tube, to avoid a large
amount of gas leaking into the engine compartment when the first chamber fail to decompress and the pressure is too high.
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4.7 CNG pressure gauge G02-3
The pressure gauge mainly consists of two parts: the mechanical component and the electronic component.
The mechanicalcomponent displays the gas volume in the gas cylinder intuitively, and the electronic component

PRG4

Screw
press

vacuum tube
connector

Technical Parameters
PRG11
Screw press

converts the gas volumeinto the voltage signal and send to the gas ECU.

●Maximum allowable inlet pressure: 1.5Mpa
● Factory setting pressure: 0.12±0.01Mpa

water circulation
connector

● Maximum flow value: 9m³/h
water circulation
connector

Product parameters:
● Working environment temperature: -40℃ ～
125℃
● Power supply voltage: DC 5V

outtake
connector

● Output voltage range:5 ～ 0V
● Working pressure:0 ～ 25Mpa

outtake
connector

● Working temperature: -25℃～125℃
● Working voltage:DC 12V

vacuum tube
connector

● Waterproof rating:IP65
Installation requirements of LPG reducer:

● Working medium: natural gas

a)The reducer should be installed on the vehicle frame with less vibration ,to easily to commonly adjust, inspect and maintain.
b) The reducer should be installed vertically (never be allowed to be placed horizontally ), the screw press should be upward

Corresponding relationship between gas cylinder pressure and output voltage
output voltage

gas cylinder pressure
0～ 4Mpa (±1Mpa)

＞4V

4～ 8 Mpa (±1Mpa)

4～ 3V

8～ 12 Mpa (±1Mpa)

3～ 2V

12～ 16 Mpa (±1Mpa)

2～ 1V

16～ 25Mpa (±1Mpa)

1～ 0V

c) The reducer should be kept away from the parts with high temperature ，such as the exhaust pipes . If not, it should install the insulation
device ;
d) the installation location should be kept away from the high pressure voltage or high current electrical parts ,such as the
motives ,generators ,cylinder lines, etc.
e) The reducer is heated by circulating coolant water ,the height should be lower than the top of the radiator ,the water tube connector should
not be leaked . If the water tube will touch with the parts of engine ,it need take some isolation protection
f)The length of the vacuum tube should be longer than 0.8m ,to reduce the damage of the reducer diaphragm caused by engine tempering;
g) All gas pipe joints are connected reliably, and should be checked after install. After confirming it don’t leak ,it can be used

4.9 LPG solenoid valve
The LPG solenoid valve is used to control the on -off of the gascircuit,
which is directly controlled by the gas ECU.

CNG pressure gauge installation requirements:
a) When install the CNG pressure gauge, the surface should be upward to
easily to observe;

Product parameters:

b) When plug and pull the connector, it need correctly to install , to avoid
false connection or damage;

● Operating temperature:-40℃ ～ 120℃

c) The pressure gauge connector is connected reliably, and should be
checked after installation. After confirming it is not leaking ,it can be used .

● Working voltage: 12V DC
● Nominal pressure:2.2Mpa
Installation requirements of LPG solenoid valves:

4.8 LPG reducer (PRG4/PRG11)

a)The LPG solenoid valve coil must be installed vertically upward, to allow the angle of deviation from the

The PRG4/PRG11 reducer converts from the liquid petroleum gas into a gaseous state ,and make the

vertical direction to be within 10 degrees;

pressure on the suitable pressure ,to ensure the sufficient flow and stable pressure.

b) The LPG solenoid valves should be kept away from the parts with high temperature ，such as the exhaust
pipes . If not, it should install the insulation device
c) The installation location should be kept away from the high pressure voltage or high current electrical parts ,such
as the motives ,generators ,cylinder lines, etc.
d) The solenoid valve is not completely waterproof. Pay attention to the rain when the system is arranged .
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V.Use and maintenance of electronic control system components

4.10 Rail Injector VIT-V
According to engine power to select certain aperture nozzle , gas rail injector accept the peak keeping signal
from ECU to drive the rail injector to control the reasonable gas injection amount.

5.1 Use precautions
Before each trip, in addition to the usual vehicle inspection, the gas supply system piping must be inspected,check the
joint components are leaked or not, the gas cylinder is fixed or not, and there are other abnormalities in system.

Product Parameter：

●

●Environment temperature：-40℃¬ ～ 120℃

It is found that there are gas leaks, pipeline damage and other abnormal phenomena in the supply system, which should be repaired

and eliminated in time;

●Working pressure： 0.5 ～ 4Bar

● When filling the gas, stop the vehicle, pull up the parking brake, and turn off the power switch. After the filling iscompleted, it should be

●Working temperature：-20℃¬ ～ 120℃

confirmed that the gas supply system has no leakage and then starts driving;

●Max working frequency： 160Hz

●When fuel conversion occurs, there will be a transition period of fuel supply. At this time, the engine may have a decreasein speed or a

●Opening time： 3.6 ± 0.2ms

slight pause or jitter. This phenomenon is a normal phenomenon of vehicle operation;

● Working medium level：CNG ≤ 80μm

●

When the vehicle is running with gas, there must be at least 10 to 20 liters of gasoline in the fuel tank to lubricate andcool the electric

gasoline pump to prevent the electric gasoline pump be premature damaged;

●

Gas injector Installation Instructions:

If there is a gas leak during driving, stop immediately, evacuate the driver and passengers, turn off the vehicle power supply and the

manual valve of the gas cylinder outlet, open the gas and volatilization of the vehicle doors and windows,confirm the safety, then switch to
a) The direction of the gas nozzle outlet must be installed horizontally or vertically downwards, allowing the angle of deviation
from the vertical direction to be within 10 degrees;
b) The installation location should avoid high-voltage or high-current electrical components such as starter, generators, cylinder
lines, etc.;

gasoline, and then Designated maintenance outlets for maintenance;

●In the event of a crash, first turn off the power supply and the gas cylinder outlet manual valve to check whether the gasoline and gas
systems are in good condition, and confirm that there are no problems and leaks before continuing to drive;

c) The installation position of the gas injector should be as close as possible to the intake manifold, and it is better to ensure that
the length of the hose between rail injector and intake manifold is less than 200mm;

● If the vehicle is parked for a long time, the gas in the gas cylinder should be used up or the manual valve should be closed.

d) When connecting and removing the rail injector connector, be sure to operate in place to avoid false connection or damage;
e) The gas injector is fixed firmly and reliably, and the installation position should be on the engine to avoid the sound of the
solenoid valve into the cab.

5.2 Maintenance

Notes: It is strictly forbidden to reaming the outlet nozzle on injector.
Driving mileage

4.11 Low pressure filter
The low-pressure filter filters and adsorbs solid impurities, oil and water in the gas through the filter element in
the cavity to prevent the gas injector be damaged or reduce the injector performance, thereby achieving the
purpose of protecting the rail injector.

20000±500km

Regular maintenance and repair project
1. Check gas equipment, high and low pressure pipelines, pipe joints, valves, brackets forleaks and
damage, whether the installation is reliable, and whether the rubber hose is damaged or not;
2. Check the value of each parameter of the gas system and check if it needs to be adjusted.
1. Check or replace the low pressure filter;

Product Parameter：
Max working pressure： 10Bar
Working temperature：-40℃¬ ～ 120℃
Output Flow：40m³/h
Filter level：10μm

7500km
Primary maintenance

2. Check the gas components for leaks;
3. Inspect and replace damaged pipeline clamps and aging components;4. Check that the
pressure regulator output pressure is normal.

1. Perform primary maintenance content;

15000km
Secondary maintenance

Low pressure filter Installation Instructions:
a) The installation must firm and reliable, and the location is convenient for
disassembly and maintenance;
b) The installation location should avoid high-voltage or high-current electrical components
such as starter, generators, cylinder lines, etc.;
c) Pay attention to the direction of air flow indicated by the filter during installation, and
prohibit reverse installation;；

2. Clean and maintain the pressure reducer;
3. Overhaul and maintain various joints and valves;
1. Perform secondary maintenance content;

30000km
Tertiary maintenance

2. Check and repair the pressure reducer;
3. Check and repair the rail injector;
4. Inspect and repair each pipe joint and harness;

d) The filter should be kept away from high temperature parts such as exhaust pipe as
much as possible, and it is really necessary to have a reliable fixed thermal insulation
device.
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5.3 After sales service:
During the three-package period of the product, E-XON provide free repair or
replacement service forthe following components:
A) 12 months warranty from the actual delivery date including: pressure reducer, rail injector, high
pressure solenoid valve, ECU,switch.
B) 6 months’ warranty from the actual delivery date including: timing advancer, emulator, pressure
gauge, pressure sensor, various sensors, relays, steel pipes and various wiring harnesses
C) All consumables are not guaranteed, including: various types of hoses, filters, internal parts and
accessories, etc.
D) Within the warranty, both parties will bear the return shipping costs.
E) It is recommended that the gas filter be replaced within 20,000 km or within 3 months;
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